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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let P(D) be a linear partial differential operator of order m > 0 with 
constant coefficients in R” + ‘. Let d = (d,, d, ,..., d,) E R”+ i, 0 < dj < 00, 
0 < j < n. Let y(d) denote those functions in C~(W’i) which are of Gevrey 
class dj in the variable xi. If dj= co, then the functions are C”O in the 
variable x,. If 0 < di < 1, then the functions of y(d) can be extended to entire 
functions as functions of xj. One may call y(d) a partial Gevrey class. The 
function f E y(d) is said to be in y,(d) if the projection of suppfdown to the 
nonanalytic variables of y(d) is a bounded set. 
Let r > 0 be an integer. If for each choice off E y(d) and u E y(d) there is 
a unique u E y(d) such that 
W)u = f, 24 - u = 0(x;), (1.1) 
then (1.1) is said to be well posed in y(d). The main result of this paper, 
Theorem 3.1 below, gives conditions on P(D) and r that are necessary and 
sufficient for (1.1) to be well posed in y(d). In the special case 
y(d) = C”(lR”+ ‘) when (1.1) is the noncharacteristic Cauchy problem with 
r = m the result is due to Girding [6]. See also Hormander [8, 
pp. 130-1421. In the smaller class y(d) with 1 < do = dj < co, 1 < j < n, this 
result is due to Larsson [lo]. A forerunner of [lo] is Hiirmander’s existence 
theorem [8, Theorem5.7.3, p. 1471. If d,= 1, O<j< n, then y(d) is the 
restriction of the space IH(C”+ ‘), the entire functions in C”+ ‘, to I?“+ ‘. Here 
the “necessary” part was proved by Persson [ 12, Theorem 11. See also the 
work of Persson [ 18, Theorem 41 where this part is proved by a constructive 
method. As far as has been possible this constructive line is followed in the 
present paper. In this way one gets concrete information about what happens 
when this or that necessary condition is not satisfied. The existence part in 
the entire function case is well known. See Treves [25, p. 4681. The existence 
part when 0 < d, < 1, 0 < j < n, has been proved by Persson [ 13, 
Theorem I]. See also Theorem 3.8 below. For a forerunner, see Pucci [21]. 
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The case when y(d) is replaced by A@“+‘) in (1.1) when (1.1) is the 
ordinary noncharacteristic Cauchy problem has been given a complete 
treatment by Schapira [22, Thioreme 5.11. The problem in A(lR” + ‘) under 
the slightly more general aspect described above is described by Persson [ 18, 
Theorem 51. The case of hyperfunction solutions is also included in the work 
of Schapira [22, Theoreme 5.11. Neither A@?“+‘) nor hyperfunctions are 
treated in the present paper. The reader interested in this case is also referred 
to Bony and Schapira [3]. Of course LA@“+‘) denotes the space of real 
analytic functions in R”+l. 
The space y(d) will be topologized as a Frechet space. This paper also 
contains results on the topological duals of y(d) and y,(d) and other 
connected spaces. Especially one shows the existence of a fundamental 
solution for (1.1) when P(D) fulfills the necessary and sufficient conditions 
of Theorem 3.1. On the way one also obtains uniqueness theorems. In the 
noncharacteristic case they extend Holmgren’s uniqueness theorem in the 
constant coefficient case to ultradistribution solutions. This case is included 
in Schapira’s hyperfunction version of Holmgren’s uniqueness theorem [22, 
Thloreme 4.11. 
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the notation and 
contains the definition of y(d) and connected spaces. There one also finds 
some comment on differentiation and convolution in these spaces. In 
Section 3 the reader will find the statement of results without proofs. In 
between there is also a more detailed discussion of the results. Section 4 
gives the needed Paley-Wiener theorems with proofs. Section 5 contains the 
proof of Theorem 3.7 which is essential in the proofs of the uniqueness 
theorems (Theorems 3.3 and 3.4). They are proved in Section 6. The 
necessary” parts of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 are proved in Section 7. 
Theorem 3.5 gives the existence and uniqueness of a fundamental solution of 
P(D) with support in x,, > 0 when P(D) fullfills the “necessary” conditions 
proved in Section 7. The proof of this part of Theorem 3.5 is in Section 8. 
Theorem 3.5 also contains some estimates which are proved in Section 9. 
Section 8 also contains the proof of Theorem 3.6 which treats the case when 
u and f are functionals with support in x0 > 0 fulfilling P(D)u =f: Finally, 
Section 10 contains the proof of the existence parts of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2. 
A reader accepting the Paley-Wiener theorems and the uniqueness 
theorems can go directly to Section 7 after Section 3. 
As to the techniques the reader may notice the use of the Fourier-Bore1 
transformation. See Section 4. This leads to a notation slightly different from 
the standard one by Hormander [8]. The Fourier-Bore1 transformation 
enters since one uses analytic functionals andlfunctionalston Gevrey spaces of 
entire functions. See Treves [25, Chap. 9; 261 and Steinberg and Treves [24]. 
For the use of analytic functionals in the proofs of uniqueness theorems, see 
also Persson [ 151. Indeed the cutoff technique from [ 151 is essential in the 
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proofs in Section 6. The construction of the fundamental solution in 
Section 8 is a sort of hybride between that of Girding in [6] and that of 
Treves in [26] although one here uses exponential majorization, Persson 
] 12, 191, instead of direct reference to the resolvent of ordinary differential 
equations as in [26]. 
The reader may notice that in general the Fourier-Bore1 transformation of 
elements in y’(d) cannot be defined by the use of the duality as the Fourier 
transformation is defined on Y’ or as is done with the Gelfand-Silov 
technique [5]. See also Steinberg [23]. This is so since the elements of y(d) 
are not in L’(lR”+‘) in g eneral. Neither the Gelfand-Silov technique nor 
other techniques as for instance that used by Beals in [2] enter into the 
treatment here. 
The starting point of this paper was note by Leray [ 111 on the local 
Cauchy problem for operators with analytic coefftcients. Leray gives a 
sufficient condition on the operator for the Cauchy problem to be well posed 
in function classes which are of nonanalytic Gevrey class in some variables 
and analytic in other variables Leray call operators satisfying his sufficient 
condition partial hyperbolic. See also Hamada, Leray, and Wagschal [7] and 
De Paris and Wagschal [4]. From [ 1 I] it turned out to be natural to try the 
path followed in the present paper. It was an invitation by Professor J. 
Vaillant for me to come to Universite de Paris VI that got me started 
working on the problem. The part of Theorem 3.1 proved in Section 7 
together with some weaker uniqueness and existence theorems was presented 
at the Vaillant seminar [20]. All results excepts those involving the spaces 
y(s; d’, d”, d”‘) and the estimates of Theorem 3.5 were presented on 
March 20, 1979 in a talk at Matematiska Institutionen, Giiteborgs Univer- 
sitet. 
2. NOTATION AND DEFINITIONS 
The following notation will be used. Let 0 < q < p < n be integers. Let 
x = (x0, x',x", x"') r5 R x W x W-4 x W-P = iR”+ l. Let oj = a/ax, or 
D,= 2- '(ajaxi - ia/ay,), zj = xi + iyj, xi E R, yj E R, 0 < j < n. It will be 
obvious from the context what sense is given to Dj at a given place. Let 
c=(+i~ tElR”+‘, ryEiF?“+‘. Let zEC”+’ and let &=~jn_O~jz,. If 
a E IR”+l is a multi-index and if d E R”+ r, one also writes ad = zzo ajdj. 
In complete agreement with the notation for x E R”+’ one writes 
a = (a,,, a’, (r”, a”‘), etc. For convenience one lets ]x] = max,(,<, lx,/ and 
chooses the dual norm for [ letting (c] = C O</<n ]cj]. It will always be clear 
from the context if < is a multi-index or of it denotes the real part of [. The 
same goes for v as a multi-index or the imaginary part of c which is always 
in (pt 1 . Let c" =<~CU'~~"~a"'=~~O... {En. The polynomial 
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P(c) = C a,e is said to generate the operator P(D) = C u,Da. Here a, is a 
constant for all a and Da=DOgo---D~n. One lets ]a]=a,+-+-+a,. Let 
q < n. The projection rr is defined as 
n(x) = (x0 ) X”, x”‘), XE R”+‘. 
The following subspace of Cw(lR’+l) could be called a partial Gevrey 
class. 
DEFINITION 2.1. LetfE P(W+‘). Let d= (d,, d’, d”, d”‘) = (do ,..., d,) 
withO<d,~d,(...~d,~l(d,+,(...~d,(oo,d,+,=...=d,=oo, 
d, = d,, . If for each I > 0, each K c RR+‘, K compact, each integer N > 0 
there is a constant C = C(1, K, N) such that with dj = dj, if dj ( m and 
d,=O, if dj= co, 
1 D”f I< C(~CZ@~, x E K, all a, a,, + 1 a”’ I< N, (2.1) 
then f is said to belong to y(d). If p = n, no N enters. 
Let Z, K, and N be as in Definition 2.1. Let 
V; 1, K, NI = sup ] D”f(x)l(lad)--“‘, x E K, a0 + ]a”’ ] <N all a. (2.2) 
In the following y(d) will denote the Frechet space y(d) when topologized by 
the seminorms of (2.2). 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let q < n and let f E y(d). If a(supp f) is bounded, 
then f is said to belong to the class y,(d). 
Let 
Ek = Ifi a(suPP f) = { ( x~,x”,x”‘);~(x~,x”,x”‘)~ <k},f E y,(d)!, 
k = 1, 2,..., 
be topologized by the seminorms (2.2). In the following y,(d) will denote the 
inductive limes of the spaces E,. 
The set of continuous linear functionals on y(d) is called y’(d) and the 
corresponding space on y,(d) is called y;(d). If q = p = 0, then 
y(d)=b(lR”+‘), y’(d)=8’(Wt’), y,(d)=@@“+‘) andyb(d)=g’(lR”+‘). 
If q = p = n, one gets functions extendable to entire functions in Cnf’ and 
their duals. One notices that if dj = 1, j = 0, l,..., n, then y(d) is isomorphic 
to IH(@” ‘I), the space of entire functions in C” ‘I with the topology of 
uniform convergence on compact sets. Consequently y’(d) is isomorphic to 
IH’(C”+l), ,the space of analytic functional in Cnt I. See Treves [25, 
Chap. 9, 261 and Steinberg and Treves [24]. 
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The notation is extended in a natural way. Thus,f E y(d,) denotes thatf is 
of Gevrey class d, in the only variable x, E R and y’(d,) is the topological 
dual of y(d,), etc. 
Let u E y’(d) and f E y(d). The value of the convolution u * fat the point 
yE Wf’ is defined as 
u * f(Y) = Mfy), where f,(x) = f( y - x). 
The fact that u * f E y(d) is proved in the following way. Let K c R”” be 
compact, let N > 0 be an integer and let I > 0. One knows that there exists a 
constant C’ such that 
Iu(g)l~C’Ig,I’,K’,N’I, g E y(d), 
for some choice of l’, K’, and N’. One also known that to every 1” > 0, 
N” > 0 and K” = K - K’ there is a C” such that 
j=l 
x E K”, all /3 with /I,, + Ip”’ / < N”. 
Let f,(y) = f(x - y). It follows that 
lpy,(y)l < C" fi (pifry+, xEK,yEK’,all~with&+~/?“~<N”. 
j=l 
One notices that 
wf>,(Y) = wf><x - Y) = (-lYB’wxY)* 
All this put together gives with N” = N + N’ 
I gab * f)(x)\ < C’ ) Oaf,, I’, K’, N’ 1 
<c’ sup 
YEK ocJ+ 14”‘l<N’ 
pP’“f,(y) I”I ypj)pdj . 
j=l 
But 
< C’C” fi (lu,)“*‘i fj ((Jj + a,) P/pj I’)4jdj 
j=l j=l 
x fi ((p, + czj) I”/czjz)=jd~. 
j=l 
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If one chooses I” < le-’ and such that I” < Pe-‘, then one has the wanted 
estimate as long as x stays in K. 
That u * f E y(d) when u E y;(d) and f E y,(d) is verified in the same 
way. 
If u E y’(d), then one defines D%(f) = (-l)‘“‘u(D”f), f E y(d). Also in 
y;(d) differentiation is defined by the differentiation of the test functions in 
the same way. 
Let u E y;(d). The support of u is defined as the complement of all points 
x E w+’ with the following property. There is a neighborhood 0 of x(x) 
such that u(f) = 0 for all f E y;(d) with z(supp f) c 0. If u E y’(d), then it 
follows from the definition of y’(d) that x(supp U) is bounded. Let u E y’(d) 
and v E y;(d) or vice versa. As in [8, 1.61 one can show that there is a 
unique element w E y6(d) fulfilling u * (u * f) = w * A f E y,(d). This 
element w is called u * U. It follows from its definition that 
D*(u * v) = u * D”v. One also sees that Dn(u * f) = D”u * f = u * D”f, 
u E y’,(d) and f E y,(d) or ZJ E y’(d) and f E y(d). In analogy with what is 
pointed out in [8, p. 171 it is possible to define u * u when both are in rb with 
support in (x; x,, > 0) if one of them say u has n(supp V) c ((x0,x”, x”‘); 
1(x”, x”‘)] < cxO,xO > 0). Here c is a positive number. Also the rule of 
differentiation written above remains valid. This also goes for u * f when v is 
as above and f E y(d) with support in {x; x0 > 0). Finally, one notices that 
the Dirac mesure 6 is in y’(d) for all choices of d. 
The following class of functions slightly wider than y(d) enters in a natural 
way in the study of the Cauchy problem (1.1). 
DEFINITION 2.3. Let r > 0 be an integer. Let 0 ( d, < . . . < d, & 1 < 
Cfg+, < *** <d, < 00, d,,, = +a. =d,=co.Letd,=co,dj=djifdj<l and 
dj = 0 if dj > 1, 0 < j < n. Let f be a complex valued function in I?“+ ’ with 
continuous derivatives for all a with a, < r. If to each choice of a compact 
set K c I?‘+ ‘, a number N> 0 and a number 1 > 0 there exists a constant 
C > 0 such that 
1 D”f (x)1 < C(lc@4 x E K, all a with a0 < r, and ]a”’ ] < N, (2.3) 
then f is said to belong to y(r; d’, d”, d”‘). 
The class y(r; d’, d”, d”‘) is topologized by the seminorms 
If, 1, K, N, r-1 = sup 1 D”f(x)l(laz)-ea, 
x E K, all a with a, < r, and ] a”’ ) Q N. (2.4) 
Also y(r; d’, d”, d”‘) is then a Frechet space. One notices that 
y(d) c y(r; d’, d”, d”‘). 
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In the proof of the uniqueness theorems one uses the following class of 
functions. 
DEFINITION 2.4. Let r > 0 be an integer and let d be as in Definition 2.1. 
Let g(x,, x’, c, p’) be a complex valued function defined on 
IR x W x CpPq x Crimp with the following properties. DFOD’“‘g exists and is 
continuous and furthermore it is holomorphic in the (c, Q”) variables, 
a, < r, all a’. If to each compact set K c IR x W there exists a constant 
M > 0 such that to each I > 0, there exists a constant C such that 
lD~“D’“~g(xo,x’,~,~)l~C(l +la’d’)*‘d’exp M 
( 
x It;ii , 
scj<n ) 
(x0,x’) E K, (c, p) E CpPQ x CnPP, a0 < r, all (x’, (2.5) 
then g is said to belong to the function class y(r; d’, 0,O). 
3. RESULTS AND COMMENTS 
The following theorem is the main theorem of this paper. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let d be as in Definition 2.1. Let dj = dj if dj < 1 and let 
dj = I if dj > 1. Let r > 0, s > 0, and m > 0 be integers. Let Q,(D’, D”, D”‘), 
0 < j < s, be linear partial d@erential operators with constant coeflcients 
with Q, # 0. Let 
P(D) = x a,Da = i Q,(D’, D”, D”‘) oi, (3.1) 
lal <m j=O 
have order m. Let N = (1,0 ,..., 0) E iR”+ ‘. Then the Cauchy problem (1.1) is 
well posed in y(d) if and only if 
Q, is a constant and r = s, (3.2) 
ad < sdo if a, # 0, (3.3) 
and 
P(rN + i(0, r’, r”, q”‘)) # 0 
IRet > C (I + S IcjI1’di+ 2 IqjI”d’) 3 
j=l j=q+l 
(5, [‘, rf”, ,“‘) E c x c4 x R”-Q x R-p, (3.4) 
for some constant C > 0. 
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Remark. Notice that d in Theorem 3.1 and d in Definition 2.1 are 
different when q < n. If d, 2 1 one sees that (3.3) turns out to be 1 al < s if 
a, # 0 which implies s = m. From (3.2) one then gets r = m and (1.1) is the 
ordinary noncharacteristic Cauchy problem. 
The following theorem and Theorem 3.1 are close to each other. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let d, r, and P(D) be as in the hypothesis of 
Theorem 3.1. Let d,, = 1. Let dj = dj if dj < 1 and let dj = 1 if dj > 1. Let 
r0 = max(r, s). Then to each choice of f E ~(0; d’, d”, d”‘) and 
v E r(r,,; d’, d”, d”‘) there is a unique u E y(rO; d’, d”, d”‘) solving (1.1) if 
and only if (3.2), (3.3), and (3.4) are fulfled. 
Remark. The proof of Theorem 3.2 is intertwined with the proof of 
Theorem 3.1. In a certain sense the formulation of Theorem 3.2 is more 
natural since it differentiates between the role of the “time” variable x,, and 
the role of the “space” variables (x’, x”, x’“). 
If q = p = 0 in Theorem 3.1, one has the Girding case [6], and if q = 0, 
p = n, d, = dj, 1 < j < n, one has the Larsson case [lo]. If q = p = n, then 
y(d) is isomorphic to a space of entire functions. 
In Section 7 one proves that (3.2), (3.3) and (3.4) must be fulfilled if (1.1) 
is well posed in y(d). The proof of this can be sketched as follows. Let (1.1) 
be well posed in y(d). 
(a) Assume that Q, is not a constant. If then r > s, one finds 
polynomial data which do not correspond to any solution in y(d). If r < s, 
then a solution in y(d) is shown not to be unique. So Q, must be constant. If 
now r > s, then there are polynomial data which do not correspond to a 
solution in y(d), and if r < s, then a solution in y(d) is shown not to be 
unique. By this one sees that (3.2) must be fulfilled. 
(b) Now one lets (3.2) be true and (3.3) be violated. If d, < 1, one 
shows that for some data in y(d) the unique formal solution is not in y(d). If 
d,, = 1, one shows that there are data in y(d) such that the unique formal 
solution has a singularity in x,, > 0. The construction of the singularity is 
done in analogy with a similar construction in the work of Persson [ 181. If 
d, > 1, one shows that the solution is not unique. Here the main idea is taken 
from Persson [ 161 where local null solutions are constructed. The 
construction at this point of Section 7 can be seen as a refinement of the 
results of Kumano-go and 1st: [ 91. For sharper results on null solutions, see 
Persson [ 171. Anyway if (1.1) is well posed in y(d), then (3.2) and (3.3) 
must be fulfilled. 
(c) That also (3.4) is fulfilled is proved by the standard Girding 
procedure as presented in Hiirmander [8, pp. 130-1321 with slight 
modifications. 
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That (3.2), (3.3), and (3.4) are necesary condition in Theorem 3.2 too is 
contained in the argument above with some slight alteration. The proof of 
the sufficiency of these conditions in Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.2 starts 
with a proof of uniqueness in (1.1) when (3.2) and (3.3) are fulfilled. The 
uniqueness follows from 
THEOREM 3.3. Let P(D), d and d be as in the hypothesis of Theorem 3.2. 
Let (3.2) and (3.3) be fulJilled. Then to each choice off E ~(0; d’, d”, d”‘) 
and v E y(s; d’, d”, d”‘) there is at most one u E y(s; d’, d”, d”‘) fulfilling 
(1.1). 
The proof is given in Section 6. It is based on Theorem 3.7 below and the 
cutoff technique from Persson [ 151. One also has the following uniqueness 
theorem on the dual side. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let the hypothesis of Theorem 3.3 be fulJilled. If 
u E y’(o0, d’, d”, d”‘)), P(D)u = 0, and supp u c {x; x,, > O), then u = 0. 
The proof is given in Section 6. It is an easy consequence of Theorem 3.3. 
The next step in the proof of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 is the proof of the 
existence of a fundamental solution with support in x,, > 0 when (3.2) and 
(3.3) are fulfilled. 
THEOREM 3.5. In addition to the hypothesis of Theorem 3.3 let (3.4) be 
true too. Let 6 be the Dirac measure at the origin in R”+ ‘. Then there is a 
unique E E yb((oo, d’,d”, d”‘)) such that 
P(D)E = 6, (3.5) 
and a constant C > 0 such that 
n(supp E) c ((x,, x”, x”‘); x0 > 0, 1(x”, x”‘)I ,< Cx,}. (3.6) 
Let l? denote the Fourier-Bore1 transformation of E in the (x’, x”, xl”) 
variables, keeping x,, unchanged. See Section 4 below. Let 6(x,) denote the 
Dirac measure at x0 = 0. Let g(c, c, r) = 1, (c, r, C”‘) E C”. Let 
H(x,) = 0, x, < 0, and H(x,) = 1, x0 > 0. Let 
M = {(x0, c, c’, c”); x0 > 0, (C, r”, t;“‘) E C”}. 
Then there exist continuous functions h(xO, [‘, [“, c”‘), 2 + s Q j Q 2s + 2, 
which are zero for x,, < 0 and the restriction to A4 of entire functions in 
lti(C”+ ‘) for x0 > 0 fulfilling as measures in x0 
DiE=fz+j+s,. O<j<s- 1, (3.7) 
D;-‘E=HO g+&+,, (3.8) 
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where p2(c, p, c”) is a polynomial of order at most equal to m. Let C be as 
in (3.4), let 
and let T > 0 be Jixed. Then there exists constants i14~, 2 + s < j < 2s + 2, 
such that 
IJ(X0, C, iv”, iv”‘>1 < Mj( l t I C I + 1 q” I t 1 II”’ Iy’“P”, 
0 Q x,, Q T, (C, v”, q”‘) E C4 x WV4 x R-P, s + 2 < j < 2s + 2. 
(3.10) 
The proof in Section 8 of the existence of E fulfilling (3.5) and (3.6) goes 
as follows. One assumes that (3.6) is true and makes the Fourier-Bore1 
transformation of (3.5) in the (x’, x”,x”‘) variables keeping x0 unchanged. 
Then (3.5) is transformed into an ordinary differential equation with coef- 
ficients which are polynomials in the (c, p, y) variables. One integrates 
(3.5) twice in the x,, variable remembering (3.6). The right member of the 
transformed (3.5) is then changed into a function which is zero for x0 < 0 
and is x0 for x0 >, 0. The transformed and integrated equation is solved by 
successive approximations. From their majorization and the Paley-Wiener 
theorem, Theorem 4.2 below, follows that E E ~‘((00, d’, h, d/N)). Thus E 
exists as a functional which is an analytic functional in the x”, x”‘) variables. 
To show that E E y’((oo, d’, d”, d”‘)) one uses a modified procedure of 
Girding type. The first part of the proof then gives thab (3.6) is true. 
The estimates of LI$ will serve to show that E *f is well defined 
for f E ~(0; d’, d”, d”‘) when suppfc {x;x,,>O) and that E *f c 
y(s; d’, d”, d”‘). The proof of the estimates are given in Section 9. 
Theorems 3.5 and 3.4 also give the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.6. Let the hypothesis be as in Theorem 3.5. Then to each 
fE y’((co, d’, d”, d”‘)) with supp f c (x; x,, > 0) there is a unique 
u E ~‘((a, d’, d”, d”‘)) with supp u c (x; x,, > 0) fulfilling P(D)u =J: 
The existence proof is at the end of Section 8. 
Theorem 3.6 is the last of the final results of this paper. Two further 
theorems are stated. The first one is crucial in the proof of uniqueness 
theorems. 
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THEOREM 3.7. Let d, P(D), m, r, and s be as in the hypothesis of 
Theorem 1.1. LetfE ~(0; d’, 0,O) and let v E y(s; d’, 0,O). rf (3.2) and (3.3) 
are true, then there is a unique u E ~(s; d’, 0,O) such that 
P(D,, D’, -[“, -c”‘)u =f, u - v = 0(x;). (3.11) 
Let f and v satisfy (2.5) with K = 10, T] X (0) for some T > 0. Then there 
exist a c > 0 such that 
1 D’a’U(XO, 0, r”, ,,,,)I < C’( 1 + Za’dr )Q’di exP (W + cxO> ,<T,. li,l) ) 
0 < x,, < T, all a’. (3 .12) 
with some constant C’. 
The proof of Theorem 3.7 is given in Section 5. The following theorem is 
used at several points in the proof of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2. 
THEOREM 3.8 (Persson [ 13, Theorem 1 I). Let P(D) be an operator with 
constant coeflcients generated by 
P(C) = Co + C a, C”, a #/3. (3.13) 
The constants a, are restricted by 
C Ia,1 < 1. (3.14) 
Let i = (l,..,, 1) E W+ l, q E W+ l. Let n+ =,a, pj = max(qj, 0). Let 
d = (do ,..., d,), 0 < dj < co, 0 < j < n, be such that 
(a-P)d+(/I-a)+(d-i)+<O, a, # 0. (3.15) 
Then to each choice of v E y(d) and f E y(d) there is a unique u E y(d) 
jiilJlling 
P(D)u = f, u - v = 0(x4). (3.16) 
Remark. It is required in [ 131 that dj = 1 if /Ij = 0. The proof in [ 131 
shows that one only uses the weaker condition (3.15). This observation lies 
behind the construction of null solutions in [ 161 and the construction of 
solutions with singularities in [ 181. It could be used to strengthen many 
theorems on Goursat problems without altering their proofs. If (3.3) is true 
with d, = 1 and /I= (s, O,..., 0), then [ 13, Theorem l] also gives that to each 
choice of v E y(s; d’, d”, d”‘) and f E ~(0; d’, d”, d”‘) there is a unique 
u E y(s; d’, d”, d”‘) solving (3.16). 
As for uniqueness theorems proved by the cutoff technique see also 
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Baouendi and Goulaouic [ 11, Yamanaka and Persson [28], and 
Yamanaka [29]. For results on the Cauchy problem for functions of x, with 
values in g’(lR”) see Treves [26]. The difference between the treatment here 
and the corresponding proofs in Treves [26] and Steinberg and Treves [ 241 
is that here one uses the exponential majorization instead of an abstract 
version of the Cauchy-Kovalevskij theorem, which should be called 
Yamanaka’s theorem [ 271. 
4. PALEY-WIENER THEOREMS 
This section contains the Paley-Wiener theorems for the spaces y’(d) and 
y,(d). It ends with some special remarks on analytic functionals. In the 
following 1 will denote the Fourier-Bore1 transformation in all or some 
groups of variables. Let u E r’(d). One defines 
u”(C) = u(f), 
If f E y,(d), one lets 
f(x) = exs, [E c-t’. 
AL, x’, r”, r”‘) = if(x) exp(x,& + x”r + x”‘p) dx, dx” dx”‘. 
Here dx, du” dx”’ denotes that the integration is over R’+“-4. This 
shorthand and obvious modifications of it will be used without further 
comments. It is obvious that u^ E IH(C”+ ‘) and that f can be extended to a 
function in IH(C ‘+ ‘), The first Paley-Wiener theorem is as follows. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let g(&,, x’, Q’, Q”) be a complex valued function exten- 
dable to an entire function on UY+ ‘. Let aj > 0, j = 0, q + l,..., n be constant. 
Then g is the Fourier-Bore1 transformation of an element u E y,,(d) fulfilling 
rr(supp u) c {(x0,x”, x”‘); ]xjl < aj, j = 0, q + l,..., n} (4.1) 
if and only if to each compact Kc Rq, each 1 > 0, A > 0, and each integer 
N > 0, there is a constant C = C(K, 1, A, N) such that 
pa’&& C”, c”)I 
~C ir (ajl)““(l + lrlol + l~“‘I)-N 
j=l 
4<j<n ajl~jl-~~<~~~lblV4)~ C 
x’ E K, (&,, c’, p) E C1t”--q, all a’. (4.2) 
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Proof: The proof will follow the proof of Theorem 1.7.7 (p. 22) and 
Lemma 5.7.2 (p. 147) in [8] rather closely. Let u E y,(d) fulfill (4.1) and let 
u^ = g. Choose arbitrary fixed K, 1, I, and N. The goal is to prove the 
existence of a constant C such that (4.2) is true. Let I’ > 0 be specified later 
on. Since u E y,(d), one knows that there is a constant C’ such that 
~~~“c’““c”““‘~‘“‘g(~o, x’, r”, r”), 
= 
II 
D%(x) exp(x, co + x”r + x”‘y) dx, dx” dx’” 
Gc’ fi (I’aj)“jdjeXp (Uo Ito1 + 
j=l 
C Ujl<j[) 3 
qc.i<n 
x’ E K, (co, r”, c”) E @‘+n-q, all a with a0 t 1 a”’ 1 < N. (4.3) 
It follows from (4.3) that there exists a new constant C’ such that 
< C’ 11 (l’aj)“@j X exp 
( 
UO l&l t C Uj I tjl , 
1 <j<P qd<n 1 
x’ E K, (co, r”, r’“) E C’ tn-q, all (a’, a”). (4.4) 
Let k be the unique integer fulfiling k < (el’))’ I cjl Ildj ( k + 1. Then one 
notices that 
(l’k)“dj I tl-” < (I’k)kdj(ekl’)-kdj < ed’ exp(-,l I cjl “4) 
when I < dj(eZ’))‘. Choose f’ & I such that this inequality is fulfilled for 
q < j < p. The observations above together with (4.4) show the existence of 
a constant C such that (4.2) is fulfilled. 
Let g satisfy (4.2). Let 
u(x) = (2n)-‘-“+q 
I 
g(-iqo, x’, +j”, -j,“‘) 
X exp(ix, v. t ix”r7” + ix”‘r7”‘) dqo dq” drj”. (4.5) 
Choose a compact set Kc Rq, a constant I> 0, ad an integer N> 0. The 
first goal is to show that u E y(d) and then show that (4.1) is true. In (4.2), 
N is replaced by N’ = N t n t 2. A fixed I > I’ = d,(el)-’ is chosen. Then 
(4.5) combined with (4.2) gives 
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ID”U(X)l < (2n)-1-“+qC JJ (/aj)“@jj l$f~rl(l”flla”‘I 
l<i<q 
X(1 + I~O(+)r”‘I)-N-n-2exp (-A 1 Ir7j111dj) dq,dv’Jdy”‘, 
4cj6P 
X’EK, (Xo,X”,x”‘)E lFtl++q, all a with a0 t I a”’ I < N. (4.6) 
.One notices that 
tk exp(-A’Pdj) < (kdje-ll’-‘)kdj< (kZ)““j, t > 0, all k. 
One also notices that 
is convergent. These two observations combined with (4.6) shows the 
existence of a constant C such that 
ID”u(x)l < C n (Zaj)+j, x’ E K, (x0, x”, x”‘) E IR1++-q, 
1 <.i<P 
all a with a0 + la” I < N. (4.7) 
Inequality (4.7) shows that ZJ E y(d). 
Let x be such that for some k in (0, q t l,..., n}, Ixk( > ah, say, xk > ah. 
For simplicity assume that k = 0. In (4.5) one chooses a new path of 
integration in the ‘lo variable, q. + ‘lo + it with a fixed t > 0. One gets 
I u(x)/ < (27r) - l -PI +q J I g(-irfo + t, x’, -iq”, -i,“‘)I 
X e-lxOdyodrj”dy’N < Ce(ao-xo)t 
1 
(1 + Iv01 + IffI)--n--2 
X exp (-A C 
qc.i<n 
1 qj 1 lid)) dy, df df’. 
Here one has used (4.2) with K = {x’}, I = 1 N = n t 2 and a fixed A > 0, 
letting a’ = 0. The inequality above is true for all t > 0 and shows that 
U(X) = 0. Theorem 4.1 is proved. 
On the dual side one has the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let g(C) be an entire function and let aj > 0, j = 0, 
q t l,..., n, be constants. Then g is the Fourier-Bore1 transformation of a 
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u E y’(d) fulfilling (4.1) if and only if there is a constant A > 0 and an 
integer N > 0 such that to each E > 0 there is a constant C such that 
I ml G cc1 + I rlol + I OOON 
XexP (aO+e)I<oI+ 
( 
C (aj+E)Itjl 
cl<.i<n 
[E c”+‘. (4.8) 
Proof. Let u E y’(d). Then there exist K, 1, N and C such that 
lu(f )I < C IJ; 1, K, NI, f E y(d). 
Let (4.1) be true. Then to each E > 0 there is a C’ such that 
I4C)l< C sip n (laj)-“~“j n I<?[ 
l<.i<P O<j<n ao+ la”‘1 <N 
XexP ( C ajltjl)6C'(l tJ~OltIf'I)N 
O<j<n 
XexP ((ao+did+ C  (ajtC)l<j[) 
qcj<n 
XexP ’ ,zGq ICjl”d’+ 2 IVjll’d’)) 9 ( ( 
[EC”+‘. 
qcj<p 
Here A depends on 1 just as I’ depends on 1 in the proof of the corresponding 
part of Theorem 4.1. The constants aj, 1 < j < q, depend on K. 
Let g fulfill (4.8). Define u by 
U(f) = z (cfr!)-1(271)-1-n+q j D’“‘g(-iq,, 0, -iv”, -is’“) 
X D’“y(iqo, 0, iv”, iv”‘) dvo dq” dy”‘, f E y,(d). (4.9) 
The goal is to show that u E y’(d), u^ = g, and that (4.1) is true. 
Let E > 0, and let K’ = {x; Ixj I < a, + 2e, j = 0, q + l,..., n, xi = 0, 
j = l,..., q}. Here the constants aj are taken from (4.1). Let f E y,(d) be such 
that n(supp J) c M, , where 
M, = I(~,, XN, x'"); [xi1 < aj t 2e, j= 0,q + L nL (4.10) 
505/42/3-2 
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Choose 1) > 0, w=lv+n+2. One needs an estimate of 
JD’“flf(iq,, 0, iv”, iq”‘)l. It follows from the definition of K’ and the definition 
of If;l’,K’,N’) that 
< 
I 
1 D”f(X,) 0, X”, x”‘)l dx, dx” dx”’ 
< C n (Z’uj)=@’ If, I’, K’, IV’ 1, allawitha,+(a”‘~<N’.(4.11) 
l<.i<P 
The constants C depends on K’. Choose the integer k such that 
k< Iq,)“d+l’)-l < k + 1. Then one gets 
(Z’k)-kd~ 1 vjlk > ekdj > exp(-dj + dJe/‘)-l I qjj”dj). 
Let A’ = d,, i(d)-‘. It follows from (4.11) that with a new constant C 
(II’” yyiq,, 0, iv”, iv”‘)1 
(C’ fi (CljZ’)apf(l + IV01 + I?J’uI)--N’ 
j=l 
x exp - A’ c 1 ‘~/l”~j If, I’, K’, N’ 1, 
qcj<P 1 
f E IM)~ n(suPP f) = M, * (4.12) 
Here M, is defined in (4.10). 
Now one uses the Cauchy formula to estimate lD’“‘g(&,, 0, c, Y)I from 
(4.8). Let R, > 0, 1 < j < q. One obtains with a constant C, depending on E 
lD’“‘g(C,, a r”, c”I 
< C,a’! s~pcjcq 16’-“‘1(1 + l9ol+ WV” 
xexp @,+~)It;,l+ ( C @j+Mjl qc.i<n 
+l (2 lCjll’d’+j=$+l lVjll’dj))* j=l 
One notices that inf tdk exp(At”dj) = (kd,/e,lpkd/, t > 0. Let I = d,(eA)-‘. 
Putting these things together one gets 
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< C,a’! fj (CfjI)-“pl(l + Iv01 + /?,7”‘I)N 
j=l 
X-p (a~+~)l~~~l+ i (aj+EHtCl 
( j=q+ 1 
+ A 5 (7jjl”dj 
1 
, all a’. (4.13) 
j=q+l 
Choose 1’ so small that l/l’ > (2q)‘ldl and such at the same time I’ > 1. 
The estimates in (4.13) and (4.12) are now used in (4.9). One has 
lu(f)l < (~z)-‘-“+~C’C, s (2q)-‘“” If, I’, K’, N’I 
a’ 
x . (1 + [f&l + IIf”‘J)y* 
J 
I~jl”dj dqo df’ dq”’ = C If, I’, K’, IV’ 1, 
f E Yom n(suPP f > = Ml * (4.14) 
Here one has noticed that 
2 (2q)-‘“‘1 < 
u’ 
kg0 dvP = 2. 
It is clear from the computations above that u(f) is defined for all 
f E y,(d). Let (&,,, Y, 5”‘) E R’ fn-q be such that for some k in 
{O, 4 + l,..., n}, 1x1 > uk with uk taken from (4.10). Let 3s = 1 Zkl - ak. Let 
M= {(Xg,X”,X”‘); IXj-fjl <E,j=OTq+ l>e*eYn). 
It follows from a translation that to each choice of 1’ > 0, A’ > 0, an integer 
N’ > 0 that to each f E y,(d) with n(supp f) c A4 there exists a constant C’ 
such that 
IwT(L 0, r”, r’“)I 
<C’ fi (ojl’)a”(l +J~,J~J+I~“‘()-~‘I~)I’,K”~N’I 
j:l 
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See the corresponding part of the proof of Theorem 4.1. Let uk <f,. Here 
K” = {(x0, 0, x”, x”‘); (x0,x”, x”‘) E H}. One changes the integration in the 
?k variable to qk -+ qk + if, t > 0, t constant, in (4.9). The estimate above for 
fgives as in (4.14) 
I u(f)1 < C exp((a, + 2~ - &)f) IfT l’, Ku, N’ I, x(suPP f) = M* 
Here C is independent of the choice of t. So u(j) = 0. 
One chooses a locally finite covering of the complement of M, as defined 
in (4.10). The covering (O,)r=, consists of cubes of side length not greater 
than E. Let 0, = M,. Choose a partition of unity (#,),EO subordinate to the 
covering (O&E0 of lR1+n-q such that 4, E y,(d,, d”,d”‘) for allj. It is easy to 
prove that y&,, d”, 8”) is closed under multiplication. Let f E y(d) and let 
f, = #jf, j = 0, l,... . It is obvious from above that U~j) = 0, j = 1,2,... since 
.tj E ~~(4. Let 
df) = 4.a 
One realizes that the definition of u is independent of the choice of partition 
of unity. It follows from (4.14) that 
I 4f)l = I wal < c I.& 1’9 K’, iv I. 
A straightforward computation then shows that there exist a C’ and an I 
independent off such that 
I WI < C’ If; 1, K’, N’ I, f E ~(4. 
So u E y’(d). It remains to show that u^ = g. 
Letf(x) = & and let& = #,fwith #,, chosen as above. Then one sees that 
u^(o = u(fJ or more precisely 
C(c) = (27r-1-s+q5 (a’!)-‘( D’“‘g(-&,O, -if, -iv’“) 
X ~n’qCo(iry, +co,iq” +r;l,ivl” +~“)drjod~“dff”‘. (4.15) 
One may use (4.13) and the Cauchy formula to get positive C, I, and I such 
that 
IPg(--iv,, 0, -if, -iq”‘)l 
Q a!C fi (la,)“‘d’X (1 + Iflo/ + IV”‘I)” 
j=l 
x ew ( A 2 Iv~I’~~J), 
all a. 
j=q+ 1 
(4.16) 
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The estimate (4.13) for D’“‘g(&,, 0, t;“, c”) and the estimate (4.2) for 
tL:gL;; t”) show that one may change the path of integration in (4.15). 
;<r> = (24-‘-“+4 x @y!)-‘p’ 
(I’ 
x . D’“‘g(-itjo + co, 0, -iv” + p, -iv”’ + p) 
J 
X &(iqo, iv”, if’) dtjo dq” dq”‘. (4.17) 
Let #&, Y, x”‘) = do(exo, EX”, EX”‘), 0 < E < 1. It follows from the 
derivation of u that #0 may be replaced by 4, in (4.15) and thus also in 
(4.17). After a change of coordinates one gets 
qtl> = @)-‘-“+Q ; (a’!)-‘C”’ 
x 
I 
D’“‘g(--i&q, + co, 0, -ierf + PI, -k#” + t?) 
x &(iqo, if, iv”‘) dqo drl”, drt”‘. (4.18) 
Now (4.16) indicates that it is permitted to differentiate under the integral 
sign. One gets 
DV(0) = (2rrP’-“+9j D”g(-iq,, -iqP, -iq”) 
x &,(iq,, iv”, iv”‘) dqo dq” drf’ all cf. (4.19) 
The assertion is that 
D%(O) = D”g(0) all a. 
If it can be proved for a = 0 by using (4.16), then it is true for all a because 
of (4.16). 
The mean value theorem shows that for some 8, 0 < 0 < 1, depending on 
(‘lo, B”, tl”‘). 
Re(g(-iv,,, 0, -iv”, -iq’“) - g(d)) 
= Re(q,D, g(-i&r,, 0, -it9q”, -i&f”) 
” 
+ j=T+ 1 ~~0, g(--iho, 0, -i&f’, -iv”‘)). 
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The same goes for the imaginary part of g(-iv,,, 0, -iv”, -if’) - g(0). It 
follows from (4.16) that for q = (qO, 0, r”, v”‘) 
Ig(--iro9 0, -WY - @)I < C’ I rrl(l + I %I + IVIY 
X exP (A,$ l,l”“) . (4.20) 
One notices that the Fourier inversion formula says that 
(2~)--I-~+~j g(0) Jo(i~o, iv”, iv”‘) dvo dq” dy” = g(0) fdo(0) = g(0). 
It remains to show that 
C(O) - g(0) = (2n)-‘-“+q ( (g(-ietjo, 0, -k~“, -ierj+“) - g(0)) 
X &(itj, , iv”, itf”) dqo dy” dy” = 0. 
It follows from (4.19) and (4.20) and the estimate (4.2) for J,, with N 
replaced by N’ = N + n + 3 and L replaced by 1’ > 1 that 
x exp 
( 
- i (A’ - EW) 1 rjjlVd’ dqo dq” dq”’ < C”&. 
j=q+ I 1 
for some constant C” independent of E. That shows that u^(O) = g(0) and 
ultimately that D%(O) = Dug(O) for all a. Since u^ and g are entire, this 
completes the proof of Theorem 4.2. 
Let d, = 1, q < j< n. Let IH(Cnpq) denote the entire functions on G”-q 
with the topology of uniform convergence on compact sets. Then IH@Fq) is 
isomorphic to ~(a”,@‘). Consequently one also has lH’(Cn-q) isomorphic to 
y’(dQP). Let j&,‘!, (z”, z”‘) = exp(z”c + z”‘p). The Fourier-Bore1 
transformation ti of an element u E IH’(Cnwq) is defined as the function 
u^(r;,l, c”) = u(f(,?,,,w,). 
An entire function g is the Fourier-Bore1 transformation of an element 
u E IH’(Cpq) carried by the set {(z”,~“‘); ]zjJ < aj, q < j< n} if and only if 
to each E > 0 there is a constant C such that 
lg(~~r)ll)(<CeXP (,i (aj+E)I[jl), (c,r)EC”-q. (4.21) 
.=q+1 
See Treves [25, Chap. 91. This will be used as a tool in uniqueness proofs. 
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5. PROOF OF THEOREM 3.7 
Let Q, = 1 in the hypothesis of Theorem 3.7. Let v = (s, O,..., 0) and let 
P(D,, D’, -r”, -r,,,) = 0; - x a,(-r”)““(-r”‘)““‘D’“‘D;? (5.1) 
a + 1) 
One chooses a c > 1 such that 
Cla,lGcP. (5.2) 
It is no restriction to assume that u = 0 and only this special case of 
Theorem 3.7 will be used. So let o = 0. 
To each T > 0 there is a M > 0 such that to each 1’ > 0 there is a C > 0 
such that 
1 Df4y(x,,, 0, r, c”)I < C( 1 + P/3’d’)4’d’ exp(M(( Y I t ( r”’ I)), 
O<x,gT, (r”,t;“‘)EC”-4,all/?‘. (5.3) 
Let g: R + C and define D, ‘g(x,) = lgo g(s) ds. Let v. = f and let 
vj+, = a-U ~,(-~“)““(-C”)““‘D’“‘D;O-~U~, j = 0, l,... . (5.4) 
It is now asserted that for a certain constant c > 0 
IDfO’ujl < 2-jC(1 t I’/?‘d’)4’d’exp(M((r”I + Ic”I) 
t ce2x,(l C’ 1 t 1 C”’ I+ 1 + P/I’d’)), 
O<x,<T, (r”,r’“)EC”-q,allp’,j=O,l ,... (5.5) 
is true. Since u,, = f and because of (5.3) the inequality of (5.5) is true for 
j = 0 and all c. Assume that it is true for j = k when c is taken from (5.2). 
Now (5.4), (5.5) with j = k and exponential majorization give 
1 D”“v k+ lc%, 0, r”, c”)I 
<2-k c Ia,y”“~“‘““‘l(l +I’@’ +p~)d!)(a’+b’)d’ 
CY#lJ 
x (ce’(l(” 1 + lr 1 t 1 + /‘(a t /3’) d’))+’ 
X exp(Wl c’ I + I c” I> t ce*x,((C”I t lC”‘l t 1 + r(a’ +F)d’)). 
From now on only 1’ with 1’Tce’ < 1 are treated. It follows from (5.2), 
(5.6) and (3.3) that 
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lD’4’Uk+1(Xo, 0, r”, t”)l 
( 22k-‘C( 1 + l’/Pdr)4’d’ exp(M(1 t,) + ) c” I) 
+ce’x,(lPI+Ic”I+ 1 +l’p’d’))XK. 
Here 
K ( n+;ui+O exp(2(a, - s))(l + I’(a’ t pl)dr)a’d’+“d’+ao-s+‘a”‘+‘a”” 
* P 
x (1 + Vpld’)-“‘d’ exp(l’e*Ta dc) 
< sup exp(2(a, t a’d - s)) Q 1. 
So (5.5) is fulfilled. Let w = C u,. This series converges and statisfies (5.5) 
for w = u-i. If to a given I > 0 one can find I’ > 0 such that 
A = (( 1 + F/P&)/( 1 + Ipd’))P’d’ e41d’ 
is bounded, then the existence part of Theorem 3.7 is proved since it is clear 
that u = D;‘w then is in y(s;d’, 0,O) and solves (3.7). One easily sees that A 
is bounded for small I’ when 1 is fixed. 
Let u satisfy (3.7) with f = 0, and u = 0. Let u0 = Dgu in (5.5) and choose 
C minimal. Let u, be defined by (5.4). Then u, = u, = Df,u. It follows from 
(5.5) that C/2 > C. Thus, C = 0 and DS,u = 0. Then u = 0(x”,) implies that 
u = 0. The proof of Theorem 3.7 is complete. 
6. PROOF OF THEOREMS 3.3 AND 3.4 
Let P be as in the hypothesis of Theorem 3.3 and assume that Q, = 1. Let 
u E y(s; d,d”, 8”) solve (1.1) with f = v = 0. The assertion is that u = 0. 
Let B > 0 and choose h E y,(d,,+ i) with supp h c {t; ItI <B + 1) such that 
h(t) = 1 when ) t\ < B + l/2. Let 2, with x0 > 0 be fixed. It will be proved 
that u(f) = 0. It is no restriction to assume that ff = (x0, O,..., 0) with some 
fixed x0 > 0 since P has constant coefficients. Let g(x”, x”‘) = n;=,+, h(xj) 
with h chosen above. Let 
One chooses a partition of unity (til)yE’=, on M = {(x”,~“‘); B < 1(x”, x”‘)I S 
B + 1 }, 4, E y&P, d”), 1 < I < N. It is further assumed that to each 1 there is 
a (XNw, x”‘(‘)) E M such that 
supp $, c ((x”, X”‘); 1(x” - x”(‘), xN’ - x”‘(‘))j < 1 }, l<l,<N. (6.1) 
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One notices that 
n(suPP f) = M. 
Let fi = d,J Then &x0, x’, Q’, c”) E ~(0; d’, 0,O). According to Theorem 3.7 
there is a unique solution Gr E y(s; d’, 0,O) of 
P(D,, D’, -r”, -r”‘) I.+, , x’, r”, ,,,,) 
=x&J, x’,r”,c”), nr = O(xs,), 0 < 1< N. (6.2) 
If one looks at U, as a function of (x,, x’) with values in IH’(Cneq), one 
notices that the uniqueness of the solution of (6.2) implies that 
N 
gu=u,= c 24,. (6.3) 
I=1 
A translation of the origin to (0,0,x”(‘), x”‘(I)) and an application of 
Theorem 3.7 on u^, shows that #,(x0, 0, .) is carried by the set 
((z”, 2”); [(z” - x”(I), z”‘-x”‘(I))1 < 1 + cxo}, 1 <l<N. (6.4) 
It is obvious that uJx,,, 0, a) also can be looked upon as an element in 
8’(lRn-q). Let w E C~(iR”-q) with supp w c {(x”, x”‘); 1(x”, x”‘)I < 1 }. Let 
lyk(Z”, z”‘) = (k*/7r)(n-q)‘2J ly(f”, f”‘) 
X exp -k* 
where the integration is taken over IR”-q. 
It is easy to see that vk is an entire function for every integer k tending to 
IJ in 8(lRnYq). One sees that (t”, t”‘) E supp v/ implies that for 1(x”, x”‘)( > 2 
Re -k2 i (zi - ti)’ 
/=4+1 
< -k2((((x”, x”‘)( - 1)2 - (n - q) I(y”, y”‘)12 
if (z”, z”‘) = (x”, x”‘) + i( y”, y”‘) with (x”, x”‘) and (y”, y”‘) in IRReq. It 
follows that ulk + 0 uniformly on the set 
{(I”, z”‘); 1(x”, x”‘)I a n I( y”, y”‘)( + 2). (6.5) 
Choose B = (n + 4)(1 + cx,,). One notices that 1(x”(‘), x”‘(‘))( 2 B, 1 < 1 <N. 
Then every point of the set in (6.4) is an inner point of the set defined by 
(6.5). Then u,(x,, , 0, vl,J + 0, k --t co, 1 < 1 Q N. Then it follows from (6.3) 
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and the fact that wk+ w in cF(IR’-~) that u,,(xO, 0, w) = 0. Since w was 
arbitrarily, u(x,,, 0, 0,O) must be zero. Theorem 3.3 is proved. 
Let u E h(d) satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 3.4. Let f E y,(d) with 
supp f c {x; x0 > a} for some a E IF?. It follows that g = ZJ * f E y(d), 
supp g c {x; x,, > a}, and P(D)g = 0, g = O((x, - a)‘). Translate the origin 
to (a, o,..., 0). Then it follows from above that g = 0. The arbitrary choice of 
f implies that u = 0. Theorem 3.4 is proved. 
7. PROOF OF THE “NECESSARY" PART OF THEOREM 3.1 
The “necessary’ part of Theorem 3.1 is proved in, the following way. Let 
(1.1) be well posed in y(d). 
(a) Q, is shown to be a constant and it is proved that I = s. 
(b) One assumes that Q, is a constant and that r = s, and that (3.3) is 
not true. Then one shows that the solution of (1.1) is not unique if d, > 1. If 
d, = 1, then one finds data u # 0, f = 0 such that the corresponding unique 
solution has a singularity in x0 > 0. In the same way when d, < 1 one finds 
data such that the corresponding unique formal solution is not in y(d). So 
(3.3) must be true too. 
(c) When (3.2) and (3.3) are true then an application of the standard 
method by Girding [6], see also Hdrmander [8, pp. 130-1321 and 
Larsson [lo], shows that (3.4) must be true when d, > 1. When d,, < 1, (3.4) 
follows directly from (3.3). 
The proof of the “necessary” part of Theorem 3.2 is contained in the 
discussion above with slight modifications. Part (a) is identical, In Part (b) 
one uses the case d, > 1 to prove that (3.3) must be true. In Part (c) one 
replaces the seminorms (2.2) by the seminorms (2.4) when one proves that 
(3.4) must be true. This part of the proof of Theorem 3.2 is not written out. 
Part (a). Let it be that Q, is not a constant. Let f = 0 and choose a 
polynomial u(x) = 0(x:) such that Q,(D’, D”, D”‘) DS,v # 0, x0 = 0. This is 
always possible. Let r > s. Let u be the unique solution of (1.1). Then 
u - v = 0(x;) implies that Di, u = D’, v when x,, = 0, 0 < j < s. It follows that 
P(D)u f 0, x0 = 0. Still let Q, not be a constant and let I ,< s. Then keeping 
the x0 coordinate fixed and rotating the other coordinates one can get P(D) 
of the form 
P(D) = cDs,D; + 2 u,D” + 2 u,Dp, (7.1) 
ag=s.a,<t LYg<S 
with some constant c # 0. A dilatation in the x, variable first and the x, 
variable afterward and the multiplication of P by a constant gives an 
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operator satisfying (3.13) and (3.14) with p = (s, t, O,..., 0). Choose d with 
dj < dj, and 0 < dj < 1 such that (3.15) is fulfilled. Let u =xi, and f= 0. 
Theorem 3.8 gives a u E ~(4. Fulfilling P(D)u =O, u -u = O(xS,x:) 
implying that u = 0(x:). But u f 0 and u E y(d). In other words the solution 
of (1.1) is not unique. 
Let Q, be a constant and let r > s. One may assume that c = 1 and that 
t=O in (7.1). Choosef=O and u=xi. That implies that P(D)u # 0 when 
x0 = 0 if u - v = 0(x;). So (1.1) has no solution. If instead r < s, choose 
/3 = (s, O,..., 0) in Theorem 3.8 and choose d as in the corresponding case for 
Q, not a constant. Letting u = xi- ’ and f = 0 Theorem 3.8 now gives a 
u E ~(2) solving (1.1). So in this case there is no uniqueness in (1.1). The 
proof of Part (a) is completed. 
Part (b). Assume that P(D) has the form (7.1) with c = 1 and t = 0. Let 
r = s. Assume that (3.3) is not true. Let s’ = max a& a, # 0. Let 
M= {P;&=max{aO;ard=s’, uafO},p2=sJ, a,fO}. (7.2) 
Choose p E M such that for some b E I?+‘, bj > 0, 0 < j< n, b, = 1, one 
has 
fib > ab, cl E M, a # P. (7.3) 
This is always possible. The aim is to perform a coordinate transformation 
such that after multiplication of P by a constant one gets a new operator also 
called P such that P is generated by 
(7.4) 
also fulfilling 
For a moment the role of the primes in the original coordinates is 
suspended and one lets x’ be the new ones given by 
x; = ItbOx,, x; = t*lxj, l<j<n. 
Let C correspond to a/ax’ = (a/ax;,..., a/ax;). Then 
P(c) = P’(C) = agIoG4*C4 - C a,l”Vbca. 
at4 
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After multiplication by (a, 1%@)- I one gets a new operator also denoted by 
P generated by 
where 
P(C)=CP-~4J”, (7.6) 
Let c > 1 and let I > 1. First one chooses t so large that 
2 la&l < l/8. uEM 
One notices that the sum of the left member of this inequality is independent 
of the value of 1. Afterward one chooses I so large that 
,., b&l < l/4* (7.7) 
It is now assumed that this is true from the beginning and that P has the 
form (7.4) with a4 = 1 in the original coordinates. Choose new coordinates 
xj = fixj, O<jjn. 
As before let ah = t(a-P%,. After multiplication of P by teba one gets a 
new operator also denoted by P and which has the form (7.6). Remembering 
(7.7) one chooses t so large that (7.5) is also true after deleting the primes. It 
is now assumed that (7.4) and (7.5) are true from the beginning. The 
transformations do not change y(d). 
Let d, > 1. Choose a new a,,, 1 < a0 < 4, keeping dj unchanged for 
j = l,..., IZ, such that (3.15) of Theorem 3.8 is still satisfied with d replaced 
by the new d This is always possible. See the proof of Lemma 7.1 below. Let 
w&J E ~(a,,) be such that 0 E supp w0 c (x0; x, > 0). See [8, p. 1461. Let 
w(x) = w,(x,) and let f = P(D)w. One notices that f E y(d) and that 
supp f c {x; x,, > O}. The solution o E y(d) of P(D)v =J u = O(xB), given by 
Theorem 3.8 is constructed as the limit of successive approximations with 
support in {x, x0 > 0). One notices that 0(x0, 0) = 0 for all x,, since Pi # 0 
for some j, 0 < j < n. Since 0 E supp w,,, one also has 0 E supp u, u = w - V, 
and P(D)u = 0. Thus, the solution of (1.1) is not unique when d, > 1 and 
when (3.3) is not true. 
Let d, = 1. Now one lets z,, E C and D, = a/az,,. The other coordinates 
are still in I?“. Let 
w(q) x’) = (1 - zJ-1, 
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and let f = P(D)w. The Goursat problem 
D% = s a,D”v + f, 
CY24 
v = u(z~x’q 
will be solved by successive approximations. See also [ 181. 
Let D;’ denote integration from 0 to z0 in @ and let 
(7.8) 
“Xj 
DJ’g(Zo,x’)= g(zo,xl,...,Xj_,,t,xj+1,...,~,)dt. J 0 
One chooses a new a0 > 1 and dj = dj, 1 < j < n, such that (3.15) is still true 
when d is replaced by d It is convenient to define a new class of functions. 
DEFINITIONS 7.1. Let M= {(zo, x’); z. E C, x’ E IR”, z. @ [ 1, to)). Let 
a= (do, 2, (...) cg) with Jo> 1 and O<li,<l, 0< j<n. Let f be an 
infinitely continuously differentiable function in M. If to each 1> 0 and each 
compact set Kc M there is a constant C > 0 such that 
1 D”f(z,, x’)] < C( 1 + la@‘, 
then f is said to belong to y(d M). 
(zo, x’) E M, all a, (7.9) 
Let E > 0. Let M(E), E < 1, be the complement of the open convex cone in 
{z. ; Re z. > 0) with vertex at 1 - E and bounded by the straight lines 
through 1 - E and 2 f k. Let b > 0 and define 
WE, b) = {(zo, x’); z. EM(E), )zol < b, IxjJ < b, 1 < j ,< n}. 
For I> 0 one also defines 
H(1, c& zo, x’) = (1 + @)“d w ((1 +&W (bol + ,$, lxjl)) 9 
(zOrx’)ECXIFP, all r. 
The following lemma is useful. 
LEMMA 7.1. Let d be such that (3.15) is fulfilled when d is replaced by 
d. Let h E y(d, M), let b > 0 and choose 1 such that 0 < I< ((n + 1) be*)-‘. 
Let it be such that for some L > 0 
I D’h I < ML t, zo , ~‘1, (zo, x’) E M(E, b), all r. (7.10) 
Then one has 
ID*‘a-DhI~LH(l,r,zo,x’), (zO,x’)EM@,b), all<, a,#O. (7.11) 
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Proof: Let <+o-P=q--p with ~j~O,,U~uJOo, O<j<n. From (3.15) 
it follows that 
rtd-rd--~I=(a-B)d+~ud-I~lI((a-B)d+~u,(~~-l) 
((a-p)d+(&-a,)+(&-l)<O. 
In fact one sees why it is always possible to choose d in this way when /? is 
chosen as it is here. 
Now one uses exponential majorization and gets 
ID*+“-4hJ = ID-“D”h) < L(1 + ItfJ)+ie-2tr’H(1, q, zO, x’) 
< LH(I, 6 zo 9 x’)K. 
Here 
K<(l +fqli)QZ-‘“‘-‘J(l +I(&<a)/(1 +I<J))‘J 
X exp((qd- @) le*(n + 1)b - 2 lpi). 
But qd- ld< I,u~ and Ibe*(n + 1) < 1. So K < 1. The proof is completed. 
Let E > 0 and let b > 0 be fixed. It follows from the Cauchy formula that 
for some C > 0 
IDif I< c&-y!, (zo, x’) E M(&, b), j = 0, l)... . 
Then to each I > 0 there is a constant C, such that 
(7.12) IDyfl < C,(l + l@)“, (zo, x’) E M(E, b), j= 0, l)... . 
Let U, = f and let 
Uj+ 1 =c a,D*-4uj, j= 0, l,... . (7.13) 
Let L = C,. It follows from (7.12) that 
ID”UjJ < 2-jLH(I9 r, ZO, X’), (zo, x’) E M(E. b), all r. (7.14) 
is true for j = 0. If it is true for j = k, then (7.13) and (7.14) combined with 
Lemma 7.1 gives 
ID% k+l I < (2: la,l) 2-kLH(1, t, zo,x’), (zo, x’) E WE, b), all t. 
From this and (7.5) it follows that (7.14) is true for j = k + 1 and thus for 
all j. 
Let g = cJTo uj. Then (7.14) shows that g converges uniformly together 
with all its derivatives on every compact subset of A4. This means especially 
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that for fixed x’zO -+ g(z,, x’) must be holomorphic in z0 when z0 G [ 1, co). 
Furthermore, 
lDSgl < =-ff(L 6, zo, 4, (zO, x’) E M(E, 6) all l. 
Let u = Dm4g. Then u solves (7.8). Let 
S-l 
(7.15) 
h(x,, x’) = s x’,D’,(w - u)(O, x’)/j!. 
j=O 
It is obvious from above that h E y(d). Let u = w - v. Then u solves 
P(D)u = 0, 24 - h = O(xs,). (7.16) 
The formal solution of this problem is unique and 
U(XO,O)=W(XOrO)-U(XO,O)=(l -x0)-‘, x0< 1, 
since pi # 0 for some j0 < j < n, implying u(xo, 0) = 0. The solution of 
(7.16) has a singularity at (LO) and is not in y(d). 
Finally, let do < 1 and let (3.3) not be true. Choose do in do < do < 1 such 
that (3.15) is true with d replaced by 2. Here, of course, one lets a,:= dj, 
1 < j < n. Letf = 0 and let v(x) = ,YF j(do-l)j~i. One sees that v E y(d) and 
that u G y(d). Theorem 3.8 gives u E r(d) such that 
P(D)u = 0, u - u = 0(x4). 
One notices that u(xo, 0) = u(xo, 0). Therefore, u fZ y(d). But u E y(d) 
implies that 
s-1 
w = c XjoD’, u(0, x/)/j! 
j=O 
is in y(d). One knows that the formal solution of 
P(D)u = 0, I.4 - w = 0(x;) 
is unique. Here too (3.3) must be satisfied. The proof of Part (b) is complete. 
Part (c). Aswas said before, (3.3) implies (3.4) when q = p = n. Let 
q < n. Then do > 1 and there is a w E y(d,) such that w(xo) = 0, x,, < 2 and 
t+v(xo) = 1, x0 > 3. Let N = (LO ,..., 0) E IF?“+ ‘, [ = (0, C, iv”, iv”‘). Let r be 
such that P(rN + [) = 0. The function u is defined by 
u(x) = w(x,) exp(x(r~ + Cl). (7.17) 
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One notices that D’,u(O, A!, x”,.~“‘) = 0, (x’, x”, x”‘) E iR”, 0 < j < s. Let 
f = P(D)u and let d, = co. 
It is assumed that Q, = 1, r = s, that (3.3) is true and that (1.1) has a 
unique solution u E y(d) for each choice of f, Y E y(d). It follows from 
Banach’s theorem with f and u chosen as above that to K’ = { (3, O,..., O)}, 
N’ = 0, I’ = 1, there exist a compact set Kc iF?“+‘, an I> 0, an integer 
N” > 0, and a constant C > 0 such that 
1 = lu(3,O ,..., O)l < In, 1, K’, 01 < C If, 1, K, N”). (7.18) 
One notices that supp D, yl c {x, ; 2 Q x, < 3). Let P(D) = C a,D=. One 
gets 
IP(D)u, f, K, IV” I Q sup 
fat If”‘1 <Iv” 
2 (Ia,D”+‘ul) fi (lc;i)-s& 
j=l 
XEK 
This and the special form of u given by (7.17) implies that for a new C 
independent of (5, <) 
X sup 
O<j(m+N" XPK 
Here one has used P(rN + c) = 0. One knows that (Ik)-kdjak < 
exp(d,(Ee)- ‘alldj) for a > 0 and k > 0 and that supp Do y c {x0 ; 2 ,< x0 < 3). 
This together with (7.18) gives 
1 < C(1 t lrl+ Iq)N”+m 
XexP (2Rer+J ~,li,l”d’+j~+,Itr,ll’“)),Rer<O. (7.19) 
with new constants C and 1 independent of r and 4. Redeline c letting 
[ = (Im r, C, iv”, iv”‘) and use Euclidean norms for the moment. Then with 
new C and L one gets from (7.19) 
1 < cu + ICI)” exp (Rer+i,$ lC~l”djt~j=$+, lqjll’dj) F 
Re r < 0, P(Re rN t 0 = 0. (7.20) 
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Here m’ = N” + m. Let 
~(a) = sup(-Re r) 
when lc1’ < a* and P(Re TN + [) = 0. It follows from [8, Lemma 2.1, p. 2761 
that ~(a) = A@( 1 + o( 1)) u -+ 00 for some real A and a. Now (7.20) shows 
that for some new C and A 
1 < C(1 t u)m’exp (-p(u)+2 $ I<jl”dj+A i lqjjlldj) 
j= I j=q+ I 
if P(Re rN + c) = 0. So for another C and with the original [ one has 
The same argument repeated in the half-space x0 < 0, then gives the other 
part of (3.4) when d, = co. 
Let 1 < d, < co. This case requires a slightly different treatment harder in 
one part and easier in the other. It is harder since one has Gevrey differen- 
tiability also in the time coordinate. One must estimate 
Let d = d, for the moment. Let 1’ < 2 -‘ldl. There is a C such that 
Then one sees that 
A<supC; (Z’jy’d(Z’(k -j))(k-j)d(zk)-kd 
k j=l 
x It(k-j((k - j) f-V-M. 
There is a 1 such that 
IrIk-‘((k-j) l’)-(k-j)d < exp(A Irl”“). 
In addition one has (l’/Z)kd2k < 1. So 
A < C exp(A )zI”~). 
505/42/3-3 
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With a new C and the original d one gets 
Rer>-C 1 +A i I[jl’/djfA e /rl,~il~+AjIrnr~rido), 
( j=l j$tl 
P(rN t C) = 0. (7.21) 
from the counterpart of (7.18). Condition (3.3) shows that for some C’ 
IQj(C,'r">l~C'"-'(l t ~ )rjIvdjt ~ l~jl)", 
j=l j=q+l 
O<j < s. (7.22) 
Let 
P(TfV - C) = fJ (5 - zj(C))' 
j=l 
(7.23) 
If 
(tl>2C’ (l t  5 (CjIyd't f :  lqj[)T 
j=l i=qt 1 
then (7.22) gives 
Using this and IIm rI < )r[ in (7.21) one finally arrives at the same 
conclusion as when d, = co was treated. So (3.4) is true for all d,. The proof 
of Part (c) is complete. 
8. EXISTENCE OF A FUNDAMENTAL SOLUTION. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 3.6 
The first aim in this section is to prove the existence part of Theorem 3.5. 
The section ends with the proof of the corresponding part of Theorem 3.6. 
Let f(t) = 0, t < 0, and let f(t) = t, t > 0. One seeks a solution v of the 
problem 
P(D)u = f(x,) 0 6(x’, x”, X”‘), u = 0(x;), (8.1) 
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where ZJ is a function of x0 with values in y’(d’, d”, #“). The Fourier-Bore1 
transformation of (8.1) in the (x’, x”, x”‘) variables gives 
fY&, -r’, -r”, -r,,,) v^(x,, r’, r”, r,,,) =f(xo>, 15 = 0(x;). (8.2) 
Here one assumes that P fulfills the hypothesis of Theorem 3.6. From now 
on one lets Q, = 1. Let p = (s, 0 ,..., 0) and let 
P(D) = DS, - 1 aoDe, 
024 
(8.3) 
with 
(8.4) 
for some C > 1. Let 
D,‘g(x,, r’, r”, r,,,) =iX” g(t, r’, c’, r”‘) dt. 
0 
The problem of (8.2) will be solved by successive approximations as a first 
step. Let u. =f and let 
vj+l = x (-l)‘“‘-~~,~r,~‘r,~“r,,,~“‘,~o-~~~, j = 0, l,... . (8.5) 
Let 0 <x0 < T for some fixed T > 0. It is asserted that 
Here C is taken from (8.4). 
For j = 0, (8.6) is true. Let it be true for j = k. Then (8.5) and (8.6) show 
that 
XexP k (l+,~IICjlvd~+j~~+,l~jl)xO)~ 
0 <x0 < T, (r’, r”, ,,,,) E C”. 
Here one has used the principle of exponential majorization 
D; ’ exp(Kx,) < K- ’ exp(Kx,) when K > 0, x0 > 0. 
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A look at (3.3) and (8.4) and the estimate of vktl above whows that (8.6) is 
true also for j = k + 1 and thus for all j. Let 6 = C vj. Then (8.6) gives 
x0 > 0, (r’, r”, c,,) E C”. (8.7) 
If v^ = O;“G, then one sees that v” solves (8.2) and that 
I~l~lr:ilexp(C(~+~l~jl'~d~+j~~+,~~j~)xo), 
j=l 
x0 2 0, (C, (I”, p,) E C”.(8.8) 
Theorem 4.2 and (8.8) give the wanted bound on the support of the 
fundamental solution. 
The second way to the fundamental solution starts with some simple 
observations Let h(x,) = 0, x0 < 0, and h(x,) = (k!)-‘4 exp(-x0), x0 > 0. 
Here k > 0 is an integer. One sees that 
1 
+a3 
h(x,) eCifxo dx, = (I + it)-k-', tE R. 
-cc 
For C > 0 one notices that with j = k + 1 
g(xo) = (27~)~’ ltrn (C + it)-ie(c+i’)xa dt (8.9) 
-cc 
is independent of the value of C. Let C = 1. It follows from the Fourier 
inversion formula that 
g(xo) = (2*)-v~jtm (1 + it) -jeifxo dt = e”%(x,). 
-m 
Sog(t)=O, t<O, andg(t)=(k!)-‘tk, t>O. 
Let C be as in (3.4). Let 
iii,=it10+2c (l+,~~li,ll'd'+j=~+~l~jlu"). 
Letj=s+2.Defineanewu”by 
6(X0) ly, -irf”, 4,“‘) 
= (21r)-‘Jtm (ifjo)-j(P(it?,, -[‘, iv”, iv”‘))-’ exp(iii,x,) dvo. (8.10) 
-a, 
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One notices that with N = (1, O,..., 0) 
p(rN $ (0, -C, ifj”, iv”‘)) = fi (5 - rj(-r’Y irl”9 i?“‘>) 
j= 1 
and that (3.4) shows that 
showing that 
/P(iij,,--r’,irl”,ill”‘)(-‘< (C (1 + i )rjIud’+ j$+, Iqjllldj))e’. 
j=q 
That means that u^ is well defined by (8.10) and that u” is s times 
continuously differentiable in x,,. With g from (8.9) one gets 
P(D, ) -c, k/J’, i,“‘) 22(x, ) r’, -if, -irf”‘) 
= (271)-l .i_‘I (if&-j exp(iij,x,) dy, = g(xO). 
It is obvious from (8.10) and the argument following it that u^ is independent 
of the value of C as long as C is large. If one lets C tend to infinity, one sees 
that $(x0, c, -&“, A,+“) = 0 for x,, < 0. Now one sees that D;‘O and u^ 
solves the same Cauchy problem for an ordinary differential equation with 
parameters (r, q”, q”). The uniqueness of the solution shows that 
D;sv”(x,, c, -if, -iv”‘) = 22(x0, C, -if, -iv”‘). 
It follows from the construction of v^ that u^ is a restriction of a function 
which is entire in (c, c’, $,). From now on one lets zZ(xO, C, r, c”) = 
D;‘v^(x,, r’, c’, p). From (8.10) and the argument following it one deduces 
that there is a constant M such that 
) 22(x,, C, iv”, iv”‘)\ 
<Mexp (2C (k I<jI”dj+ 5 \QjIudj) x0), 
j=l j=q+ 1 
x0 > 0, (C, q”, ,“‘) E Cq x R”-q. (8.11) 
Let 0 < t < 1 and let g(z) be entire in C. One assumes that there are 
constants C, c, and c’ such that 
I &)I < Ce”“, ZEC 
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and 
I g(iy)l < C exdc I ul’), yE Ft. 
A Phragmen-Lindelof argument on 
h(z) = exp(-2cz - c’(-iz)‘) g(z), z = x + iy, x > 0, y > 0, 
shows that there is a constant C’ depending on the constants C, c, and c’ 
such that 
I &I < C’ exp(2c Ix I + cl I Y I’>, x > 0, y > 0, z = x + iy. 
Repetition of the same kind of argument in the other quadrants shows that 
this estimate is valid for all z E C. One realizes that u^ fulfills the same kind 
of estimate as u^ in (8.8). From this, from (8.1 l), and the discussion 
following (8.11) one gets an M(x,) increasing in x, such that 
IWO, c, r”, c”)I 
x0 2 0, (r’, r”, c”) E C”. (8.12) 
Here C is taken from (8.4) and c is another constant depending on P. It 
follows from (8.12) and Theorem 4.2 that u E y’,(co, d, d”, d”‘) fulfilling 
rr(supp U) c ((X0) XN, X’n); x0 > 0, IXj( ( 2Cx,}. 
One also has P(D)u = g @ 6( x’, x”, x”‘) with g from (8.9) withj = s + 2. Let 
E = Df,+‘u. Then E solves (3.5) and fulfills (3.6). It follows from 
Theorem 3.4 that E is unique. It remains to show (3.7~(3.10). This will be 
done in Section 9. 
One notices that the value of d, does not enter into the proof of 
Theorem 3.5. 
Let P(D) fulfill the hypothesis of Theorem 3.6. Let fE y;(d) with 
suppf c (x; x0 > 0). Then u =f * E is well defined. One also has 
P(D)u = f * P(D)E = f * 6 = f: It is obvious that supp u c {x; x, > 0). The 
proof of Theorem 3.6 is complete. 
9. END OF THE PROOF OF THEOREM 3.5 
It is known from (8.12) that 
(9.1) 
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with 
In the following the argument (x0, c, iv”, iq”‘)is not written out. Let T > 0 be 
fixed. It follows from (9.1) that for some M > 0 
Let gj(X,) = di /j!, x0 > 0 and let gj(x,) = 0, x0 < 0. It follows from 
P(D,, -r’, --if, -irj”‘)U” = g,, ,(x0), 22 = O(xg, 
that 
One defines 
P(D, , -r’, -iv”, -i,“‘) D,“u^ = g,, + ,(x0). (9.3) 
J=d,l?, l< j<2s. (9.4) 
It is now asserted that for each j, 1 < j < Zs, there is a constant Mj such that 
I& 1 < Mj( l + ( r’ 1 + ( V” 1 + If” lPerxO, 
0 < x0 < T, (6, rf’, ,“‘) E Cq X I?“-‘. (9.5) 
One differentiates (9.3) once and uses (9.2) and the fact that P has order m. 
This shows that D,u^ = & satisfies (9.5) with some constant M,. Then one 
differentiates (9.3) once more, uses (9.2) and (9.5) for j = 1 and gets that for 
some constant M,, (9.5) is true for j = 2 too. Induction gives that (9.5) is 
true for 1 < j < 2s. 
Differentiate (9.3) 2s + 1 times and 2s + 2 times, One gets 
D~““u^=H(x,,)-j&+, 
and 
(9.6) 
D?+2u = &x0) + p2(C, iv”, iv”‘) H(x,) + .f2s +2, (9.7) 
where p2 is a polynomial of order not greater than m. This together with 
(9.5) for 1 < j < 2s gives that (9.5) is true for 1 Q j < 2s + 2. Theorem 3.5 is 
proved. 
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10. END OF THE PROOF OF THEOREMS 3.1 AND 3.2 
Let the hypothesis of Theorem 3.1 be fulfilled and let (3.2)-(3.4) be true. 
Let j > 0 be a fixed integer. Let f E ~(0; d’,d”, d”‘) with 
supp f c {x; x0 > 0,1(x”, x”‘)I < j + I}. Let f,(x) = f( y - x). It is asserted 
that E * f(v) = E(fJ is well defined and that E * f E y(s; d’, d”, d”) and 
solves P(D)E * f =f; E * f = 0(x;). The proof will not be given in detail. 
One notices that 
j;(x, , x’, if, iq’“) = f( y, - x0, y’ - x’, -iv”, -jr,?“) exp(iq”y” + iq”‘y”). 
One defines 
E *f(y) = E(f,) = (2?~)-“+~ c *, Cal!)-’ 
x 
i 
D’%q y, - x, ) 0, -iv”, -if’) 
x (-l)‘““D’“lf(x,, y’, -iv”, -iq”‘) 
x exp(iq”y” + iq”‘y”‘) dy” dq”’ dx, . 
Formally one gets 
D;E x f = (27r-“+9x cc,!)-‘1 D’4’D$(y, -x0, 0,-h/“, -i,“‘) 
x (j,")U"(j?///)""'(-l)l4'1 exp(j~fty" + j , t t tyrrf) 
xD f4’+nfixo, J,/, -if', -jf") dq” dq”’ &,. 
One notices that 
ca, +a!)!-‘D’h ‘((-Q)“‘Dg%!?(y, - x0, c, -iv”, -iq”‘))J[,=,, 
x C-1) 1b’ta’lD!4’ta~(xo, y’, -jq", -jqlN) 
= (/j’!)-‘D’~‘D~o~(yo -x,,, 0, -jf’, -iv’“)(-1)14” 
XD t~‘+a~(xo,yf, -jr", -iv'"). 
So formally one has 
D”(E*f)=(2n -“+9x (p-’ J (-1)‘4’1 exp(iq”y” + iq”‘y”‘) 
x D’“‘(D~~(-r’)“‘(jrl”)““(jrl//‘)“”’ 
X E(y, -x0, (‘, -iv”, -iy1”‘))6~~o 
x D”‘f(x,, y’, -iv”, -iv”‘) dv” dq”’ dx,, a, < s. (10.1) 
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With the by now known estimates of D$lL? and D’“? one can justify these 
formal operations. See Section 2 where analogous computations are made. 
From (10.1) one also gets P(D)(E * f) =J 
Let f E ~(0; d’, d”, 8”) with supp f c {x; x0 > 0, 1(x”, x”‘)/ < k} with some 
fixed integer k > 0. Define u,(x) = xif(O, x’, x”, x/‘/)/s!. LetSi = 0, x0 < 0, 
and f,(x) = f(x) -P(D) u,(x), x,, > 0. Then f, E ~(0; d’, d”, d”‘) with 
suppf, c (x; x0 > 0, 1(x”, x’)I < k). Let U, = E *f,. From above one has 
U, E y(s; d, d”, ,“I), P(D) U, =f,, and supp U, c {x; x0 > 0). But (3.4) is 
invariant under the change of coordinates y, = -x0, yj = xj, 1 < j < n. So 
there is an E fulfilling (3.5) and (3.6) with x replaced by y. Let 
fi(x> = f(x) - f’(D) u&L x0 < 0, f,(x) = 0, x0 > 0. Then there is a 
u2 E y(s; d’, d”, d”‘) solving P(D) us = fz and fulfilling supp us E {x; x0 < 0). 
Then it is obvious that u = U, + U, + u2 solves (1.1) with u = 0. Let 
fE ~(0; d’, d”, d”‘) and let I+Y~ E y(d”, d”‘), k = 1, 2 ,..., be such that 
supp vL(x”, x”‘); 1(x”, x”‘)I < k) and such that ~Jx”, x”‘) = 1 for 
1(x”, x”‘)/ < k - 1. Define f, = iq,J The argument above gives 
uk E y(s; d’, d”, d”‘), solving P(D) uk = fk for each fixed k. It follows from 
the proof of Theorem 3.3 that for each fixed x there exists a K such that 
uk(x) = uk + i(x), k > K. Let u(x) = lim,, uk(x). Then u E y(s; d’, d”, d”‘) 
and solves (1.1) with u = 0. The general case is easily reduced to this one. 
Theorem 3.2 is proved. 
It remains to prove that u E y(d) if f E y(d). Theorem 3.8 says that this is 
true when d, < 1. 2 
Let 1 < do < co. Then to each choice of Kc R” + ‘, K compact, I > 0, 
there is a constant C’ such that 
I D4f1 < C’( 1 + ZBd)Dd, x E K, all /3. (10.2) 
Let N= (LO ,..., 0) E R”+l. One assumes that for some k 2 s 
1 D% I < C’&( 1 + Z/3d)5d, x E K, all /3 with p,, < k + s. (10.3) 
Here a > 1 is a constant to be specified later on. Of course (10.3) is true for 
k = 0 and all a > 1. Let it be true for a certain k. Let Q, = 1 as before. Let 
P(D) = DS, - C a, D”. Then (1.1) gives 
ID 4+sNuI <I la,D8+‘% + ID’fl 
< C’ x (I a,1 u~“+~-’ + l)(l + r(p + .)d)‘“+4’d 
< C’U~~+~( 1 + I(Pd + ~dJ)~~+~~o, P,,<k+ 1, 
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if a = C ([a, 1 + 1). Thus (10.3) is true for all k. Let I’ > 0. Then for 
I = P/2a 
C’&( 1 + l/3#d < C’(a + 2-‘l’pd)4d < C”( 1 + r’/3@4 
for some C” > 0. This implies that u E y(d). 
It remains to prove that u E y(d) when d, = CD. To each Kc I?“+ ‘, K 
compact, I> 0, integer N> 0 there is a constant C such that 
Here d, = 0, j= 0, p + 1, p -t 2,..., n, ad dj=dj, 1 (j<p. One also has a 
constant C’ such that for s = s’ 
If this is true for a certain s’ > s, all K, I and N, then for all p with 
/I,, = s’ + 1, I/31 <N, N fixed, there is a C’ such that 
&C laal C’(1 t I(a +@d)O(a+R)at C(l +&I@? 
Assume that C’ > C. Then 
ID’+A < C’(1 t ,/I@a 
X 
( 
1 + C 1 a, I( 1 + M/( 1 + IPa> ” (1 + I(a t P>d))od 
) 
< (1 + I/I@% 
( 
1 + C (a,e”‘(l + /(a + p)d)>aal 
< C”(1 + 21/3444 
for some constant C”. Thus, here one has 
(D%I < C”( 1 t 21pc5)“4 xEK, IP’“It/30<N,&<s’+ 1. 
So u E y(d). The proof of Theorem 3.1 is complete. 
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